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FINE WIRE MESH  
(Made in America)

PINSTRIPE

BAR CODE

#MESH #116

#104 #112

#107

#118

CHEVRON

JUTEBENGAL

ITALIAN MESH

Our Italian mesh adds modern texture and color to your 
designs, both inside and outside of your business spaces. 
Made from finely woven wires like a metal textile, Italian 
Mesh can be installed on cabinet doors, panels, wall 
accents, furniture, and more. They can even withstand 
the elements of outdoor use*. Available Cut-To-Size or as 
whole or half sheets.

* Warranty may not apply when used outdoors.

Available Through:

Manufactured by 
Designs of Distinction®
Lincolnwood, IL
Made in the USA

Scan to Learn More

DECORATIVE GRILLE & MESH
Our Decorative Grille & Mesh can be used on their 

own or combined for a layered look.  
Available Cut-To-Size or as whole or half sheets.

RE25 1220T

DK08**

CG10

332P**

R614*

315C

286S**R332*

1214F**

11614P

AB
Antique  

Brass

AC 
Antique  
Copper

AP 
Antique  
Pewter

SB 
Satin 
Brass

SN 
Satin 
Nickel

SS 
Stainless 

Steel

WR 
Flat 

Black

METAL FINISHES

*Grille with rosettes are only available in Antique Brass.  
**Can be installed in the traditional diamond configuration or 

flipped to square for a contemporary look.



NATURAL LEAF
#1802

BOTANICAL
#1804

WHITE LINEN
#1803

RESIN

Our new Botanical Resin can add a touch of both luxury and 
character to any space. Made with real botanical material 
and layered in a GREENGUARD® certified, polyester-based 
resin that is .125” thick.*

NATURAL 
HEX

NATURAL
SQUARE

BLEACHED
HEX

BLEACHED
SQUARE

RATTAN

Woven from cane fibers in traditional Vietnamese fashion, 
Rattan is a durable and environmentally friendly material 
used for a wide variety of applications.*

*Available Cut-To-Size or as whole or half sheets.
 Rattan may be stretched and soaked prior to installation. Cut-to-Size 

panels are pre-soaked and stretched, ready to install upon delivery 
with our specialized process.

#202 Hex Pattern #1203 Herringbone

#1204 Basket Weave#201 Square Pattern

Pictured in Square Natural

BRIGHT WHITE

BRIGHT WHITE

ESPRESSO

ESPRESSO

WALNUT

WALNUT

FLAT BLACK

FLAT BLACK

PEBBLED & GRAINED LEATHER

Our Double-Sided Eco-Friendly Leather Sheets make 
for the perfect finishing touch to cabinet doors, drawer 
fronts, furniture and more. Leather veneers are made with 
layers of recycled leather fibers, and are coated with resin 
for durability and preservation, comparable to laminate 
surfaces.*

#1652 Pebbled

#2216 Grained

*Available Cut-To-Size or as whole or half sheets.*Available Cut-To-Size or as whole or half sheets.

Pictured in 
Pebbled Walnut

Pictured in Grained 
Flat Black


